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To Appear Here Next
Wednesday. Grimball, Simons, And Albergotti To
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First Round Tonight. Boxers Continue To Prepare
For Coming Matches.
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Grimball, Simons, Albergotti Head YMCA
nes day

Defeat Webbr
Carpenter, And
Payne In Race

Program Consists
Of Twenty-Nine
Light Classics

Named last week to membership in Tau Beta
Pi, national engineering fraternity, were R. C.
Brown, B. H. Parks,- D. P. McLaurin, G. H.
Gradley, W. A. Albergotti, W. M. McKenzie, B.

C. McWhite, and J. K. Pairey. Front row are
E. E.' Dodson, J. R. Dickson, T. C Armour,
•R. Rawson, F. W. Leitner, and E. Hutto.

Book Drive Is Dr. Crane Speaks To Corps On
Over; Lane Says College Student Obligations
Students Told They
Of Enlisted
Is Big Success Should Set Example Calling
Reserve Corps Frosh
The Victory Book Drive came to
an end on the campus Sunday with
1056 books
donated, John Lane,
chairman, said yesterday. These
will be sent to Army camps and
posts for men in the service. Practically all of these books were volumes that were in excellent condition, and ones that the donors
evidently enjoyed reading themselves^
Also contributed to the fund of
books were 38 group games and 400
gospel booklets.
Professor J. W. LaGrone, Dr. J.
E. Ward, and the Boy Scouts should
be complimented for helping with
the final house to house drive.
Bob Buchanan, president of Tiger
Brotherhood, is also to be commended for the way he handled
the cadet drive.
Others who should be cited for
their help are Professor Miller of
the mathematics department, the
U. D. O., the D. A. R., the book
clubs, Mr. McGraw of the CalhounClemson school, Mrs. Klugh, Charlie DuBose, the merchants who put
up posters, Mrs, E. J. Freeman, the
Newman and Brandeis clubs and
Miss Cornelia Graham, the college
librarian.

Dr. George W. Crane, author and
prominent phychologist at Northwestern University, addressed the
faculty and' cadet corps in Chapel
Wednesday. Dr. Crane is author of
several widely used textbooks on
psychology and two syndicated
newspaper features, including "Test
Your Horse Sense."
In addressing the students as
future leaders of the country, Dr.
Crane urged them to strive at setting a good example for the people
who will look to them for guidance during and after the war. He
dwelt on the proven phychological
fact that people, especially in a
group, tend to follow the example
of what they see rather than what
they are told.
Dr. Crane dwelt a great deal on
matters which concern the average
college student, and his suggestions
for the clearing up of difficulties
in the minds of students were well
seasoned with illustrations which
enlivened the talk a great deal.
Dr. Crane has consented to spend
a part of his vacation delivering
inspirational talks to the students
of many of this country's colleges.
He addressed, the girls of Anderson
College Tuesday evening.

Grimmer And Quinney
Detailed To Inspect
Corps On May 6, 7

Captain Mosely
Is Relieved Of
ition Here

The annual War
Department
Training Inspection
of the Corps
Will be held this year on Thursday,
May 6 and Friday,
May 7, with
lieutenant
Colonel
Edwin W.
Grimmer of Wofford College as the
infantry inspecting officer. Lieutenant George K. Quinney of North
Carolina State
College has been
detailed as
the Signal Corps unit
inspecting officer.
For the
past several years
Clemson has been rated as Excellent by the
officers sent here by
the Fourth Service Command.
The Signal Corps inspection will
take place from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
on May 6, and will consist of training management, installation and
operation of
switchboard,
radio
procedure, and code practice.
Included in the infantry schedule
is a brigade parade, administration
inspection, review and inspection,
dismounted
and extended order
drill and physical exercise by the
second regiment,
and a practical
demonstration by the first regiment
of the rifle company, heavy weapons company, anti-tank platoon,
and anti-tank aicraft defense.

Spring Holidays Are
To Begin March 31
Spring Holidays will begin at
twelve
o'clock,
Wednesday,
March 31, and will continue until Taps Sunday, April 4, Dr.
R. F. Poole, president, announced Tuesday.

Takes Place April 1
The first number of Enlisted
Reserve Corps, infantry uiiassigned cadets will leave Clemson when some eightyy freshmen receive their
orders on
April 1 to report for active duty
on April 14.
Colonel Poole announced to
these cadets at a meeting in
chapel last night that weekend leaves will be granted to
them as long as they remain
, here. It is the ruling at presr
ent that freshmen "rate" only
the third week-end of each
month.
These cadets will be assigned to some army replacement center for the regular,
basic infantry training. No
word was received by the commandant's
office as to what
post the students will be sent.
It is possible, that if these
freshmen show signs of ability
after their induction, they may
be sent back to Clemson when
the Army Specialized Training
Program is put into effect here.

John D. Jones To
Win Silver Wings

Second Lieutenant John D. Jones,
textile engineering '15, of Buffalo,
has reported to the Army Air
Forces Advanced Flying School,
Turner Field, Albany, Georgia, to
complete the training that will result in his winning the silver wings
of a pilot.
Turner Field is a Twin-Engine
school from which Aviation Cadets
graduate as officers. Student offiCaptain Gino V. Medici de Solen- cers are reguarly commissioned solni, a veteran of World War I and diers who have transferred from
former professor
of modern lan- another branch of service, and
guages at Boston College, relieved Aviation Students now graduate as
Captain Seaborn H. Mosely as com- Flight Officers.
mander of the air corps cadets on
the campus this week.
Captain Mosely has been grant- Rozier Wins Coveted
ed a request to transfer to the infantry. He will
leave for further Marine Corps Wings
duties at Camp Joseph T. RobinW. R. (Roddy) Rozier, agriculson near Little Rock, Arkansas.
Added to the staff
of Captain tural education '42 of Camden, was
Medici de Solenni are Second Lieu- commissioned a Second Lieutenant
tenants Carey R. Wilbur and Ray- in the Marine Air Corps at Jackmond Basegall,
both coming here sonville Naval Air Station the first
recently finished Officers Candidate week of February.
Lieut. Rozier is now receiving
both finished
Officers Candidate
at Fort
School at Miami Beach on March additional instruction
Worth, Texas. His present address
3.
is: Lt. W. R. Rozier, American Air-

Lenten Service Held
At Episcopal Church
Lenten services will be held at
Holy Trinity Episcopal Church each
Wednesday and Friday afternoons
at 5:15 o'clock, each service lasting only fifteen or twenty ' minutes.
These services will continue
throughout Lent, and all Lutheran
as well as Episcopal students are
invited to attend. Holy Week services will be announced later.

lines School, Meaciam Field, Fort
Worth, Texas.

R. F. Wheeler Named
Air Corps Captain
Lt. R. F. Wheeler, vocational agricultural education '41, has been
promoted to the rank of captain.
Wheeler performs the duties of
supply officer at Selman Field, La.,
and is connected with the advanced navigation school there.
When Capt.. Wheeler went to
the Army, he resigned his duties
as teacher in the Central schools,

Third in the year's Artist Course
Series is Sigmund Romberg and
his Concert Orchestra, scheduled to
appear here on March 17 at 8:30
p. m.
The internationally famous piano
duo of Jacques Fray and Mario
Braggiotti will be on the campus March 23. This will be the
last presentation of the Artist
Course Series for this year.
Romberg,
brilliant
Amerioan
composer, will bring to Clemson
his forty-piece orchestra, including such popular artists as beautiful Marie Nash, soprano, Gene
Marvey, tenor, and Grace Panavini.
Along with Jerome Kern, George
Gershwin, and Victor Herbert,
Romberg ranks among America's
foremost composers of popular music.
The program includes:
Part I
1. a Tschaikowsky Selection — Peter Hyitch Tschaikowsky.
b. Wine, Women and Song—
Valse—Johann Strauss.
c. Kilties March (Scotch)—S. E.
Morris.
2. a. Songs From Lehar Operettas—Franz Lehar.
to. Faithfully Yours—Intermezzo (First Performance)—Sigmund
Romberg.
c. The Most Popular March in
the World.
3. a. Voices of Spring—Valse—
Johann Strauss.
b. Indian Bell Song—From the
Opera "Lakme"—Leo Delibes.
Miss Grace Panvini
4. The Student
Prince—Sigmund Romberg.
Intermission
Part II
5. a. Victor Herbert CavalcadeVictor Herbert.
b. Russian Folk Dance.
6. a. Ave Maria—Franz Schubert.
Mr. Gene Marvey
b. Duet—Tell Me Daisy — From
"Blossom Time"—Schebert Romberg.
Miss Grave Penvini
Mr. Gene Marvey
7. a. Enchanted Moments From
Chopin—F. Chopin.
' b. A Group of Kalman Melodies
—Emmerich Kalman.
"Selections from Sigmund Romberg Opperettas".
Soloists—Miss Marie Nash, Mr.
Gene Marvey.
At the Piano—Sigmund Romberg.
Orchestra conducted by Frank
Cork.
8. a. My Land And Your Land—
from "My Maryland".
b. One Alone—from "The Desert Song".
c. Riff March—from "The Desert Song".
9. a. One Kiss—from "The New
Moon".
b. Lover Come Back To Me—
from "The New Moon".
Miss Marie Nash
10. a. Softly As In The Morning
Sunrise—from "The New Moon".
b. Stout-Hearted
Men — from
"The New Moon".
Mr. Gene Marvey
11. a. Song Of Love—from "Blossom Time".
b. When I Grow Too Old ..To
Dream — from "The Night Is
Young".
c. Deep In My Heart Dear—
from "The Student Prince".
d. Blue Heaven—from "The Desert Song".
e. Sweetheart (Will You Remember)—from "Maytime".
f. Wanting You—from "The New
Moon".
,g. The Same Silver Moon—from
"My Maryland".
Miss Marie Nash
Mr. Gene Marvey
Program subject to change.'
Prices for faculty members for
Romberg are $1.65 and for Fray and
Braggotti, $1.10.

Iota Epsilon Names
New Officers; Pettit
Elected President
The new officers of Iota Epsilon,
industrial education fraternity, were
elected recently.
New president is R. H. Pettit, industrial education '45, of Gaffney;
new vice-president is C. A. Copeland, industrial education '45 of
Gaffney, and W. C. Walters, industrial education '45, of Lancaster, is
secretary and treasurer.
Plans have been nearly completed for the tapping this week of
new members into the club from
the freshman class

iiii
HENRY G. GRIMBALL

HENRY |M. SIMONS

WILLIAM G.

ALBERGOTTI

Minarets, Architectural Frat,
College Youths
Names Ten New Members Tuesday Subject Of New
Informal Initiation
Col. Pool And Army
Will Last Ten Days
Deferment Plan
Engineer To Inspect
The Minarets, local honorary architectural society, tapped ten
high ranking cadets to membership Tuesday night. The Minarets
are affiliated with the South Carolina chapter of the American Institute of Architecture.
Three seniors named are: J. M.
Wilson, of Mt. Pleasant; J. B.
Gilmer, of Louisa, Virginia; and
H. B. Payne, of Elberton, Georgia.
Four juniors are H. G. Grim-ball,
John's Island; T. E. Davis, Newberry; R. G. Parks, Hickory, N. O.J
and J. S. Haigler, Charleston.
Three sophomores tapped are C.
E. Cheatham, Greenville; W. V.
Strasser, Louisville, Kentucky; and
C. G. Hurst, of Savannah, Georgia.
A birthday dinner will be given'
tonight for Professor R. E. Lee,
head of the architectural department and faculty adviser to the
Minarets. The pledges are expected to furnish the entertainment.

Bishop John Gravatt
To Be Here Sunday
At Episcopal Church
The Right Reverend John J.
Gravatt, D. D., bishop of the diocese of Upper South Carolina, will
deliver the sermon at Holy Trinity Episcopal Church this Sunday,
and will administer the confirmation rites during the service.
He will be a visitor while on the
campus of Reverend J. A. Pinckney, Episcopal rector.

Pershing Rifles
Now Eliminating
Final eliminations for Pershing
Rifles, national honor military society for underclassmen, will be
completed this week.
Eliminations in the first regi*
merit have already been completed,
with approximately 70
freshmen
left to compete in the brigade finals. The drills for the second regiment will be held as soon as possible this week, and the finals
as
soon as possible this week, and the
finals as soon after as possible. In
these finals, the 140 freshmen of
the two regiments will be eliminated until there are 60 left.
One of the major changes in the
method of elimination is the use
of sophomore members of Pershing
Rifles as judging officers, instead
of the members of Scabbard and
Blade. Sophomore members in the
second regmient will act as judges
of the freshmen in the first regiment, while sophomore members in
the first regiment will judge the
freshmen of the second regiment.

Farmers Urged To
Produce Livestock
Farmers this year must strive for
greater production of livestock because of the increasing war demands according to reports by O.
M. Clark, Clemson extension economist. This will also give farmers a
chance for better crop production,
having the cattle with the crops.
The demand for hogs is so great
that the price for them will probably remain at the highest ceiling
allowed by the government.
As a means of encouraging the
production of dairy products, price
supporting measures have been announced with respect to certain
dairy p roducts for 1943. These price
supports are expected to result in
higher prices for 1943 than the average for 1942 for butterfat, whole
milk sold at wholesale and milk
sold to condenseries.

Clemson And Furman
Colonel H. M. Pool, Clemson
son commandant, and an unnamed officer from the Corps
of Engineers have been assigned to inspect Clemson and
Furman University to determine
if these two schools possess the
facilities for housing, feeding
and instructing not less than
400 basic engineering cadet
trainees by April 5th, to begin instruction on April 12th.
Colonel
Pool and the engineering officer will carry out
this inspection today and tomorrow, as the report must be
turned over to the Fourth
Service Command Headquarters in Atlanta by Saturday,
March 13.

Dr. Rankin Heard
By Church Group
Dr. M. T. Rankin, secretary of
Baptist Mission Work in China,
addressed a joint meeting of Baptist, Methodist and Presbyterian
students at the Baptist church last
night,
. He was a prisoner of the Japanese for five months in the famous Stanley Prison Camp at Hong
Kong, China, and as a subject for
his speech, he related some of his
experiences at the camp.
As faf as treatment was concerned, Dr. Rankin and the other
British, Dutch and American prisoners had no cause to complain.
They were allowed to govern themselves to a limited extent by setting up a sort of council, and electing their own representatives. On
this council, Dr. Rankin held the
highly responsible position of Provost Marshall. .
He was in Hong Kong during the
bombardment of that ancient city
by the Japanese, and had a ringside seat to witness the horrors of
war as waged by the Axis. According to Dr. Rankin, the real terror
of the dreaded Jap concentration
camp was the unbearable sanitary
conditions. It seemed that their
Asiatic conquerors had no regard
for the sanitary demands of their
Occidental captives. As a result,
the sick and the well were herded
together into small compounds with
no differentiation as to age or sex.
When displomatic negotiations
for his release were completed, he
returned to this country on the
Swedish liner, "Gripsholm," along
with other missionaries and diplomats.
During his stay at Clemson, Dr.
Rankin was the guest of Dr.. Lee
W. Milford, college surgeon. Before he left the campus, he als addressed the International Relations
Club, Professor Burtner's sociology
class, and the Calhoun-Clemson
High School.

Blue Slips Will Be
Posted By March 22
G. E. Metz, registrar,
said
today that delinquency reports
will appear on, or about, March
22.
BETA SIGMA CHI INITIATION
Beta Sigma Chi held its final
initiation Tuesday night. After the
formal ritual was over, refreshments were served. The "scullions"
were then taken on their trip, a
one way ride, and then a long walk
home.
Tomorrow night the annual banquet will be held at the Pruitt
House in Starr.

Selective service boards over the
country have received instructions
to defer all college students who
can complete certain designated
courses by July 1, 1945.
To be qualified for these deferments, students must devote full
time to school, must remain in
good standing, must show promise
in their classwork, and must be
attending one of the recognized
colleges, of which Clemson is one.
Those students who are enrolled
in one of the pre-professional
courses such as medicine, dentistry,
or veterinary, must, in addition to
the foregoing requirements, produce proof that they are qualified
for admission to the appropriate
pre-professional school.
Graduate college students may
also be deferred provided part of
their time is spent as graduate assistants, laboratory workers, or
teachers.
This deferment order applies
mainly to scientific students, but
students taking agriculture, who
have completed half of their work,
are to be deferred until July of
this year, until a more detailed deferment plan has been worked out.
Scientific students who will complete their courses by July of 1945
may obtain deferment provided
they are taking one of the following courses:
Chemical engineering, chemistry,
civil engineering, electrical engineering, mathematics, mechanical
engineering,
meteorology,
naval
architecture, physics, radio engineering and transport engineering.

Former Agricultural
Professor Considered
For Winthrop Post
Dr. B. p. Williams, formerly of
the agricultural economics department and professor of rural socoology, is being considered as the
next president of Winthrop College. Dr. Sheldon Phelps, the present president, has submitted his
resignation.
Dr. Williams was connected with
the agricultural department here
from 1935-39. He is now associated
with the University of Georgia in
Athens.
The successor to Dr. Phelps will
probably be elected next week.

Food Preservation
By Dehydration
Is Seen By Ridout
The possibility of food preservation by dehydration is assured by
W. J. Ridout, extension specialist.
Mr. Ridout suggests that the housewife will have to look to some other
means of preserving her fruits and
vegetables because of the shortage
of other facilities. Dehydration
seems to be the only answer.
Dehydration is merely removing
water from fruits and vegetables
where it can be kept in an air-tight
container. This is said to preserve
more vitamins than any method
known today. The Extension Service
has available information on building a small electric dehydrator and
instructions on drying fruits and
vegetables, this season.

Former Textile Dean
Given Goodwill Gift
As an expression of their regard, the faculty and associates
of the textile school this week
presented Mr. H. H. Willis, who
recently resigned as dean, with
a sterling silver tray.
Accompanying the gift was a
note wishing Mr. Willis the best
of success in his new work.

Henry Grimball, architecture '44
from Johns Island, was named
president of the Y. M. C. A. in a
popular poll of the corps at Vespers Sunday. He defeated John E '
Webb, civil engineering '44 from
Bishopville.
Henry M. Simons, horticulture
'44 of Charleston, defeated Bob
Carpenter, civil engineer&g '44
from Thomasville, N. C. in the race
for vice-president.
Bill Albergotti, civil engineering
'44 from Columbia was named secretary of the "Y" over Harold
Payne, civil engineering '44 from
Cartersville, Ga.
Grimball succeeds Milton LeRoy
as president,
Simons
replaces
Walker Gardiner as vice-president,
and Albergotti succeeds T. C. Moss
as secretary.

Junior "Nut" Boys
Leave; Vacancies To
Be Filled This Week
Clemson's Brigade Sergeant-Major Howard C. Copeland, Tuesday
departed for his home in Newport
News, Virginia where he will await
orders to report for active duty as
a cadet in the Air Corps of the
Army of. the United States. Accompanying the leaving of Copeland
was G. Q. Brown 1st Sergeant of
company K-2.
Cadet Master Sergeant F. W.
Leitner, Headquarters 2nd Regiment, and Cadet 1st Sergeant W.
Y. Quarles, Company H-2, are
without prejudice reduced to the
grade of Junior Privates and appointed acting Sergeants on companies B and H of 2nd Regiment
respectively. They have joined the
Air Corps Reserve.
Vacancies will be filled at a later
date by the direction of the president and upon the recommendation of Colonel Pool, Professor of
Military Science and Tactics.
The following appointments have
been announced by the Commandant: Claude S. Hughey, to Captain, Special Units; H. S. Cotton, M. s. Christman C. D. Lowman, G. H. McLeod, R. J. Weinheimer, and H. W. pierce as 1st
lieutenants of Special Units Company.

Red Cross Drive
Closes Tomorrow
Tomorrow night will mark the
close of the Red Cross War Fund
Drive which has been under way
on the campus this week. The results of the drive through the barracks will be made public in the
next issue,. J. A. Mixon, cadet
chairman, said.
All companies that donate 100
per cent to the drive will receive a
poster in appreciation of their
wholehearted support of this great
work of the Red Cross.
Individual donors will not go unrecognized, however, for every person who makes a donation to the
fund will receive a sticker.

Johnson Finishes
At Training School
Lt. Herbert A. Johnson, dairying '40, has completed advanced
training at Ft. Custer, Michigan,
Provost Marshal school. He will go
to Ft. Huachucha to be connected
with post headquarters there.
Before his entrance into the
army, Lt. Johnson was Superintendent of Advanced Registry at
the Experimental station.

By *]ltein

I'm not crazy as I sound.
—Doc Tayloi
The answer will be the tangji
whose angent is one.
—Moselej
If you pass I'll know something
is wrong.
—Freeman
I'll try and have this problem
for you next week.
—Gray
You Naval aviators, will only
make one mistake in your navigation.
—Trively
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The Lesser Of Two Evils—
We've been told that cadets will be required to surrender War Ration Book No. 2 to college officials as soon
as it is issued.
If this is true, and the information came from a dependable source, there will be a loud and quite justified
howl from the folks back home.
Upperclassmen who rate week-ends, and they are in
the majority here, eat a sizeable percentage of their meals
at home. With food strictly rationed, it would be unfair
to let cadets deplete the family food stocks without being
able to replace the valuable coupons that permit the purchase of more.
. And that's what will happen if the present plan is
carried out.
There seems to be no middle ground in the problem.
Either the boys keep their ration books, with the result
that Their families will have more food than actual requirements demand, or the college will collect the books
to keep them out of circulation, with the result that those
families will have less than the minimum allowance.
Of the two evils, certainly the lesser one is on the side
of plenty.

They Can't Eat Patriotism—
It isn't often that students feel themselves called upon
to defend the faculty.
It is undeniably true, however, that our state college
professors in general (and our Clemson professors in particular) are deplorably overworked and underpaid.
Licking efficient organization, and with hundreds of
men of varying degrees of capability wanting their jobs,
the college professor has been beaten into the position
of accepting the status quo without question.
Indeed, he can ill afford to complain for fear of losing
his job to one of those, hundreds who seek his position.
Clemson has lost any number of valuable men to other
states whose educational systems offer more lucrative
ppporfunities. Dr. I. P. Orens and Dr. B. O. Williams are
two cases in point.
Unless steps are taken to remedy the situation, Clemson will lose more such men. Capable professors are at a
premium, and no man can be expected to labor for love
alone when greener pastures are so easy to find.
Clemson's professors have now been called upon to
increase their work, in many cases to double it, with no
certain promise of increased pay.
They can not be blamed for feeling that undue advantage is being taken of their position.
With a surplus of money for the first time in recent
years, South Carolina can well afford to look to its educators with more than compliments and commendations.
We implore the state of South Carolina to take immediate steps to correct an injustice that has existed for too
long already,

Hershey And McNutt Cry Truce—
Recent word from Washington indicates that selective
service officials are finally realizing the importance of
college-trained men in essential industrial fields.
Blunders in the government's farm policy, blunders
that would be amusing if the effects did not promise to
be so serious, have at long last forced the realization that
all men are not equally well equipped for all jobs.
This age of specialization demands a high degree of
training if the most is to be gained from our united war
effort.
Just what the recent request of General Lewis B.
Hershey, selective service chief, that college students enrolled in certain specified courses be occupational!/ deferred will mean to Clemson is open to conjecture.
If Hershey's request is accepted as the law, indications are that most of Clemson's students will be eligible
for deferment.
Agricultural students according to the announcement
are to be deferred until July 1, pending further investigation of their status.
It is certain that man-power chief Paul V. McNutt
will accept the decision of Hershey with relief.

Student Life Still Normal—
Clemson men deserve high praise for their firmness
of purpose and calmness of attitude in the face of a
threatened attack of war nerves.
The fact that all the normal processes of campus life
have gone on undisturbed is ample evidence that Clemson students are men of vision and determination.
Our administration sees the wisdom of an undiminished extra-curricular program. It has requested that elections be carried out without regard to the fact that the
groups may soon be broken up. It wants clubs to carry
on their tapping exactly as in normal times.
We urge student organizations to continue their present programs both as a means of recognizing deserving
students and as a stabilization measure.
Do not become discouraged by visions of the future.
Work and act for the present. Clemson will survive this
crisis as it has crises in the past.

Hiuch
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NOTHING
By JUDSON CHAPIN Throttlebottom is dead!
No
longer, will his cheery "Bomb sewer" echo through the halls of
journalism. Throttle has made, the
supreme sacrifice. Contrary to the
rumor printed last week, Throttle
did not die of a broken heart at
learning that Brooklyn had been
invaded. The true facts are that
upon perceiving that the Brooklyn Dodgers did not have a chance
to win the pennant this year,
Throttle threw all caution to the
wind. With nothing left to live
for, he single handed and, armed
with nothing but a knife, attacked
a bushel of potatoes while on K.
P. Completely outnumbered, Throttle fought to the last and as he
was carried away from the field
his last words were; "Adoo mez
amees, Tell de folks dat I died
fitin'."
The French government has announced that Throttle has been
awarded the crox de gerryy posthumously. Yes, Throttlebottom is
dead, but Brooklyn will go on
forever!
EXPOSE
I have just returned from a
sojourn in the. Milford Pillery
where- I had one foot in the grave
and the other on a banana peel.
Yours truly was afflicted with conjunctivitis, commonly known as
"Pink Eye".
Ever since my "rat" year I had
heard horrible tales about the
Clemson hospital and how innocent young victims were forced to
suffer the tortures of the damned.
As I was led to the door leading
to the back rooms I fully expected
to see a sign over the door reading "Abandon hope all ye who
enter here." Resigned to my fate,
I squared my shoulders, lifted my
head and went to meet my doom.
But what a fatel' Being sick is
of course no fun in itself, but I
soon found that life in the Milford pillery was not as bad as had
been painted.
First of all,, you are ushered into
a room containing three other victims, all on the brink of death.
Fears of having to sleep in your
underwear are soon put aside for
one is presented with a beautiful
pair of violently colored zoot pajamas. I am pretty big, but three
people could have easily shared my
pajamas with me.
After being placed between clean,,
sheets thousands of gorgeous nurses rush into the room and begin
to fill me with pills. Miss Hopkins approached me with a fist
full of pills that were easily the
size of billiard balls.
"How do you expect me to swallow those?" I screamed, "Despite
all appearances, I ain't no horse!"
"Don't be silly," said Miss Hopkins smoothly," These can easily
be swallowed with four or five
gallons of water."
And so it went. Pills every hour
on the hour. Never a dull moment. Of course the floor show at
the Pillery is not the best to be
had, but then there is no cover
charge. And the food! Seriously,
the food was excellent. That is,
if you were lucky enough to be off
a liquid diet. If you were, well,
the food was good, what there was
of it, and what there was of it
was swell, as far as it went, but
as far as it went was not far
enough.
The nurses at the hospital are
a group of concentrated Florence
Nightingales. I am told that several of them are very pretty, but
as I had my eyes covered with a
bandage soaked in Boric acid during my entire stay, I would not
know.
When night rolled around and
we had all been pilled, we settled
back for a good night's rest. But
alas, every hour, on the hour, we
were awakened by the "noise" on
night duty and asked if we needed anything to make us sleep.
What did we do to amuse ourselves? Well, aside from annoying the nurses, our chief diversion
was the bomb sight we invented.
Because of the secrecy of the sight,
we cannot describe it, but it consisted of a length of string and
a tooth brush. With it we proceeded to bomb everything in the
room and after a little practice
we became very accurate. Naturally it was done in the authentic
manner. The bombardier guided
the bed around and called, "Bomb
bay Open", guided the plane left,
right, up, down and finally, "Bombs
away." This all sounds very stupid I know, but it afforded us
much pleasure.
Finally the day arrived when Dr.
Milford told us we might return
to the barracks. Our clothes were
returned to us from the vault
where they had been hidden away.
We were a bit on the weak side
and had great difficulty in getting
our trousers on, but finally we
kissed all the nurses goodbye and
left our chamber of horrors.
Seriously though, the hospital is
a good one and they really take
swell care of you.
Note From Chapln to Milford:
There will be a slight charge for
the above testimonial.
Note from Dr. Milford to Chapin:
20 Demerits.
Note to Miss Hopkins, Mrs. Jackson, Miss Dean and all the other
Pillery staff: I had a date with
a gal in Easley last Friday. Saturday I returned to find that she
was in bed with the mumps. Make
up a bed for me and I'll probably
be there in a week. Oh, you lucky
people!!
Participation in women's intramural sports at the University of
Texas has Jumped 42 per
cent
above 1941 levels.
University of Minnesota will
ask the state legislature for an increase of $357,000
in its annual
maintenance appropriation.

Campus Camera

Alumni

BY ALBcRT HENRY
Brigadier General Floyd L. Parks,
mechanical and electrical engineering 18, is now with the "Fighting
Sixth-Ninth," 69th Division, Camp
—that Sgt. "Sweety-face" Sloan
—that Charlie
Wright should
Shelby, Mississippi.
is peeved at being caled Tyrone know that he can't dance at one
Captain H. S. Wilson of Calhoun Power and he (Oscar) is open for of those Winthrop jam sessions in
Palls, electrical
engineering '34, suggestions for a new name.
boots.
has recently received the promotion
oscar says
oscar says
to his present rank.
—that he (Oscar) has nothing
—that the informal dance
at
against
Charlie,
but he (Charlie)
Lieutenant Jack Charles, weav- Converse last week-end was coming and designing '41, having vol- pletely out of tradition, but just should have mercy on those poor
unteered for service, is now with the same, everyone had a swell gals.
oscar says
the United States Army Air Force. time,
—that it's a good thing the SenHis address
is: Army Air Force
oscar says
wasn't at Winthrop
—that Jackie
Payne seems to ior Council
Training
detachment at Brayton
have made
a new find at Win- last week-end, or they might have
Field, Cuero, Texas.
Captain J. Fred Gray, dairying throp. He and Sarah Wallace were had grounds for new cases.
oscar says
'40, recently promoted to this rank, lost "somewhere in the auditorium
—that nobody can beat Clemson
is now a Flight Commander and is at Winthrop" for some four or five dances-not even N. C. State.
stationed at the Air Base at Blythe, hours Sunday. <
oscar says
oscar says
California.
—that Fay B. of Winthrop would
—that the dance this week-end
Lieutenant J. H. Osborne,
of
certainly make
somebody a fine
Hardeeville, civil engineering '41, will be a honey if everybody will queen.
is overseas. Prior to his leaving in cooperate.
oscar says
oscar says
—that "Hell D." Rogers disgracJanuary, he visited his brother, Ed
—that what McKenzie did this
ed
his
Rangers
when he appeared
Osborne, who is a cadet here. His week-end can't
even be put in
for drill Monday in a zoot suit and
address is: Lt.
J. H. Osborne O- print.
drape tie.
414386, Co. D, list Bn, A. P. O. No.
oscar says— .
oscar says
4015-K-D,
care P. M. New cork
—that Reynolds and King had
—that from all observations and
City.
better watch this stopping by LimCaptain John G. Kitchens, in estone on their return trips from reports, Carolina ain't what it used
to be.
writing to The Tiger, told about his Winthrop.
oscar says
three brothers,
who are Clemson
oscar says
—that he
sho' is goin to take
—that Nat Thomas seems to be
alumni, that are in
the service.
granted and if in that play at the Zoo this week. .THAT 200.OOO COLLEGIANS (Z\%)
Their name's are: Lt. Col. Cyrus taking a lot for
end if he can arrange it with
a
.. .THAT SNAKES ARE A CO-ED'S
ATTEND COLLEGE IN OTHER THAN
W. Kitchens, Jr., Army Air Force; somebody doesn't check his speed, certain person.
GREATEST FEAR. BULLS.CANCER
THEIR HOME STATE .'
Lt. Ed L. Kitchens (textile indus- this-place will be nutsic but rough.
oscar says
AND FLEAS FOLLOW IN ORDER..
oscar says
—
trial education '38), Army Air; and
—Hance will have to quit clean—that he (Oscar)
is willing to
Pvt.
Ralfy
L.
Kitchens
(architecing up his own room if he expects
*++*+**+*+*++*+*+*++**+++4+*+*+*++*+*+*+*++++++*++***4++++*++++',
to Bill Pierce
tural student in 1941). Army Avia- give three cheers
dances.
(Oscar's old nut boy) for standing to go to any more
tion Cadet.
osear says
Lieptenant John Whitney Thom- up for the corps (excluding Gard—that the meeting of the Senior
son and Camp Chaffee, of Seneca, iner's staff) against this new re- C. E. class in Greenville last Satstudent in 1939 and 1940, will-mar- gime.
urday night was a howling success.
oscar says
—
ry Miss Erma Doris Robertson of
The engineers literally swept the
—that we are in dread of next
Fort Smith, Arkansas on March 21.
Greenville High younger girls off
year
(?)
when
der
fuehrer
Thomtheir feet.
Lieutenant Olin
B.
Cannon,
as
will
have
as
his
Herr
Quisling
osear says
general science '41,^ has finished (D. C.) Walker.
—that some of the junior nuttraining at Fort Benning and now
oscar says
boys
should
look
in cadet regulais stationed at Camp Wolters, Tex—that he (Oscar)
hopes that tions and. find out whether or not
as.
both Thomas and Walker are inHere are some addresses of al- sulted although they probably will it is permissable to wear uniform
belts as neckties. (Burhead Howell
umni: Clarence S. Anderson, Jr. take it as complimentary.
style).
(mechanical
and electrical engi'16), Room 319, Y. M. C. A
Clemson took a double dose of good and bad news neering
Bridegport, Connecticut; Lieutenyesterday.
ant A. C. Verner (weaving and deAt chapel they told us that the engineering sopho- signing '388), Co. B, 60th Q. M. Bn.,
mores and juniors, and possibly the freshmen, would be U. S. A. F„ A. P. O. No.860, care
P. M. New York City; Lieutenant
allowed to remain in school until June 1945.
By F. X. WALLACE
V. N. Sottile
(mechanical engiquite a bit of milk is sold to outOn the heels of that announcement came another neering '42) 449361, A. P. O. CLEMSON BULLETIN BOARD:
side sources each day—milk that
Happened
to
be
down
in
the
after supper. Freshmen enlisted reserve men will be No. 6'3, care P. M. New York City;
Lieutenant W. O. Cofer (vocation- "Y" the other night when the so- could be bought by the mess nail
called at the end of this month.
al agricultural
education, Camp cial was being given for the air and which could be drank by us?
The bitter and the sweet.
Breckinridge, Kentcky; Lieutenant cadets and when we saw that' they
It is apparent now that the school will retain a part J. K. Kelley (dairying '39, Co. B., were being charged for the dance The word is making the rounds
of its identity throughout the next two years, in that it 66th A. R„ A. P. O. No. 252, care P. we went up in the air 'cause we that spring holidays will start at
will have some students "here outside of the army air M. New York City; G. L. Fletcher were under the impression that noon on March 31 and extend to
(agricultural economics '41) 65th A. they were invited to the affair. Taps Sunday, April 4th. Also makcorps and engineer corps.
A. F.< T. D. (43H) Decatur, Ala- So we buzzed around to try and ing All of this is supposed to be
It is equally apparent that the
It will be argued that such ac- bama; Lieutenant C. C. Brannon find the idea behind it all, but pretty straight stuff, but
don't
salvation of the school for the tion would be partisan.
(dairying '34),
Personnel Officer, could receive no satisfactory an- mark it down as gospel.—We tried
duration will lie in the training of
But it is fact that all dates for
swer. Then the following morning to check on the graduation story,
men for the army. Dr. Poole an- the big dances can not be kept in Hdq. Co., I Corps, A. P. O. 301.
we went to the free show and on but were told that as far as they
nounced in chapel Wednesday that the Field House, and if there is one
the way in, "Tillie" stopped us and knew in the Registrars office, it
plans now are for us to train one particular class toward which parMr. and Mrs. Narval Edmond
thousand engineers and more than tisanship should be shown at Clem- Marcum of Easley have announced explained that the funds derived would be held at the scheduled
from the social would revert back time. Then ten minutes later we
five hundred air cadets.
son, it certainly is the four year the engagement of their daughter. to the cadets in some way or heard that a prof who is supposIt is probable that those quotas men.
Dorothy Elizabeth, to Captain Wil- other. Our next move was to go ed to know put out the stories
will be increased a's our own enClemson, utterly devoid of senior liam Jackson Ragsdale, United over to see Capt. Moseley, the com- about spring holidays and gradurollment is depleted.
walks, senior steps, and the like, States Army Air Corps, who is also manding officer of the air cadets ation.
The army training program here so prevalent at other schools, could from Easley. The wedding will be
Now that the Citadel paper no
will enable the college to remain well do with such a senior preroga- solemnized on March 16, at the stationed here. There's where we
got the real lowdown.
longer functions, this column will
open, with its facilities in full use, tive.
First Baptist Church in luasley.
Capt. Moseley leaned back in have to look to greener pastures,
and it will give Dr. Poole a chance
his chair, lit up his pipe and then but offhand we can't think of any.
to keep his faculty intact for imgave us the dope. It seems
as —You know we actually feel sorry
mediate resumption of the task of
though the funds obtained from for the newshawks down there. The
training South Carolina youth aftthese small socials will be consol- story runs something like this:—
er the war.
idated in one big fund which will The paper is supposed to have tak"DR. BO"
** \ be used to throw a big blowoff en a crack at the administration
The papers have been mentionACP'» Jay Ktehter Reports item Wasbinqtoa
for the boys when they graduate. down there, and the administration
ing Dr. B. O. Williams, of the UniCapt.! Moseley explained that he not enjoying it a little bit put the
versity of Georgia, as a possibility
has
had a great deal of experi- screws on the boys and locked up
for the presidency of Winthrop
Yale. Theatres at these schools or- ence in handling regular aviation their office.—Of course that's only
ROOM FOR RENT BY
college.
ganized last fall to integrate and cadets and even though these boys the story we heard—maybe the acWe are not in a position to com- RACKETEER
WASHINGTON— (ACP) — To enlarge their war activities.
are actually privates in the army, tual story is different. But you
pare Dr. Williams with the other
Following the logging project, they are,considered as aviation ca- know when we think of that inpossibilities, because we know noth- nimble-witted gentry with acquitheir next war contribution will be dets as far as he is concerned.
sitive
instincts,
it's
a
rare
ill
wind
cident, we can't help but think
ing of them.
However, we do know Dr. Wil- that fails to suggest a road to easy plays dealing with aspects of the
Then we talked about how well that we've got one swell adminisfour
Freeedoms.
wealth.
the air cadets and the cadets corps tration up here at Clemson.—This
liams. He was here as the ProThe ill wind of Washington's EDUCATION ELSEWHERE
are getting along with each other column has taken plenty of cracks
fessor of Rural Sociology when we
"Education"
on
Nazi
terms
has
came to college, and we learned wartime overcrowding is no excepand he seemed quite pleased that at the administration,' but the adbecome
a
major
interest
of
Vidkun
that he was one of the outstanding tion. Many a government recruit is
everything is running so smoothly. ministration is democratic enough
men in the state, and one of the learning the search for a room to Quisling, the Norwegian quisling. When we asked about our visit- to realize that nothing personal is
outstanding sociologists in the rent may lead to the door of a Smuggled reports reveal the puppet ing them in their barracks and ever meant by said cracks. Consepremier has put the scientific
petty racketeer.
country.
their visiting us in ours, he said quently, this paper functions as
According to the Washington U. works of Marie Curie and all books that we could visit them as long ever, and we're quite proud of that
We knew him through his affiliby
authors
of
Polish
origin
'
on
S.
attorney's
office,
here's
how
ation with this newspaper. He is a
as it wasn't during study hours fact.
Had a chat with the 'air corps'
man of liberal ideas as far as stu- hundreds of newcomers are vic- the "verboten volume" list. At the and they could visit us on invitasame
time,
libraries
were
ordered
timized.
The
new
arrival
checks
his
dent publications are concerned,
tion.
Sgt. Davis the other night and,
to
display
"large
pictures"
of
Vidbag
at
Union
Station
and
begins
and although he was not a memAnother interesting thing
we no kidding, he's really a swell guy,
ber of our board of publications, the room hunt. Hours later he kun Quisling.
learned was that their Doc has in spite of what you hear from
Quisling
has
a
juvenile
delinquhe was a close confidant and ad- finds a landlord who says he'll
lifted the restriction for this week- the air cadets. Few people know
viser of Earl Mazo, editor of The have a room available next day ency problem, too. He's using po- end thus making it possible for that he and Capt. Mosely are the
Tiger in 1940, and of Jimmy Lever, and a week's rent in. advance, lice to force Norwegian youngsters them to go to the dances. They backers of the PX over there and
to attend youh service meetings,
editor in 1941. He is still a friend please.
ought to have a big time, provided that the profits from the PX go
The jubilant room hunter pays, fining parents if the kids play
of Tiger men.
there are more gals signed on the into what is comparable to our
pockets
a
receipt
and
departs
rehookey.
The cadets here knew him as
dance roster than there are at this company fund.—So this week we
-Curricula
are
being
expanded
in
joicing.
"Dr. Bo" and he was liked and rewriting.
take our hats off to Capt. Moseley
occupied
Holland.
According
to
Het
Next
day
he
/eturns.
"No
room
spected by every man that knew
You know the more we see of and Sgt. Davis.
Nationale
Dagblad
of
Utrecht,
one
here,
sorry,"
says
the
landlord.
The
him. Clemson lost him, as she has
The Senior Platoon is going to
these boys and their officers, the
lost countless other top flight men, room hunter shows his receipt, asks of the first pro-Nazi papers in better we like 'em.
whip into shape again and is goHolland,
the
Burgomaster
of
Harfor
his
money
back.
The
landlord
not because she was dissatisfied
ing to put on a show for the air
with him, but because she could points to the receipt. It says "no lem has supplemented technical NOTES ON A COLUMNISTS CUFF: cadets .one of these fine days. We
courses—with classes in national
not meet the attractive • offer made refund after 10 hours."
What is there to a story that know that they'll go wild over it.
The war worker is out $5, $10, or socialism.
him by another school.
Radio monitors have picked up
more—and • still roomless.
Tiger men would like to see "Dr.
That's small stuff. Big-time op- a report that Italy's "schools of
Bo" sitting behind the president's erators mulct home seekers of as higher learning" will close for good
desk at Winthrop, because we be- much as $200, deposit on purchase April 30. All students will be draftlieve that he is a well qualified of a home.
ed for army duty of farm work.
educator and because we believe
Few college students ever buck a WARTIME WASHINGTON
D*>. Hu Shih, former Chinese am- conference has voted against adthat his personality would be well racket like this. But they are old
Wiley Rutledge, newest justice on bassador to the United States, has mitting freshmen to varsity comliked on that campus.
hands at the perilous, complicated the supreme court, has a cz>nquest accepted appointment as research petition.
SENIOR DATES
The Associated Women students
business of -renting rooms and liv- of disease to his credit. Shortly associate and consultant of the
We don't yet know what plans ing in rooming houses. They could after he was graduated from the American Council of Learned So- of Washington State college are
have been made for the ring dance. give lessons to women war workers University of Wisconsin in 1914, he cieties.
recommending that each co-ed add
We do know that it will come off. now living, in rented rooms for the learned he had tuberculosis and
A. T. Howard of the coaching three hours of voluntary work a
Other pages of this newspaper first time.
went West to fight the affliction. staff of Hampden'-Sydney college is week to her regular program.
carry a story on the Senior Ring
College enrollments are down
To help them with their prob- He earned his law degree at the taking marine officers' training at
dance, now just two short weeks lems, the Women's Bureau of the University of Colorado after his Quantico.
nearly 14 per cent from the fall of
away.
Department of Labor prepared a recovery, then became dean of law
Dr. Harry A. Garfield, late pres- 1941, the United States office of
This paragraph is an aside to list of do's and don'ts for roomers at Washington University in St. ident of Williams college, was a education reports.
Tom Stanley, President of the Cen- and landladies, complete with an Louis and the University of Iowa. son of James A. Garfield, twenCurrent queen of the Tournament
tral Dance Association, and the epigram from Emerson: "Life is
tieth president of the United States. of Roses is a law major at Pasamembers of the CDA.
not so short but that there is alPublication of "Writing from ObBrown university students' fav- dena Junior college, 18-year-old
For that ring dance, practically ways time enough for courtesy."
servation," a textbook in freshman orite fiction is "East of Farewell," Mildred Kathleen Miller.
every one of the two hundred and EXPERIMENTAL DRAMA
A Carleton college senior, ElizaEnglish, written by members of the by Howard Hunt, '42, and their favfifty seniors who will get rings will
WPB isn't known as a patron of Wayne university department of orite piece of non-fiction is "Only beth Haas, is the first Minnesota
have dates to put those rings on the experimental drama, but it's English, is announced by Harcourt, the Stars Are Neutral," by Quen- girl to enlist in the WAAC on a
their fingers.
keeping an eye on an experiment Brace and Company.
deferred plan that Will allow her
tin Reynolds, '24.
We suggest, and urge very strong- among New England College theaTwo hundred twenty-si of the
One hundred twenty students to stay in school until graduation
ly, that the CDA reserve the Field tres that involves—of all things— University of New Meico's 1,200 from foreign countries are enrolledd in June.
House for the dates of the seniors a logging project.
Purdue university
engineering
students are from states other than at the University of Texas.
—that the underclassmen be reSince the experiment' concerns New Mexico, and five are from forThe American-endowed Yench- students are producing war maquired to keep their dates in the reduction of the manpower short- eign countries.
ing university, which the Japanese chine parts for Westinghouse ElecPhysics Building.
age for winter logging operations,
Girls at Western college, Oxford, believed they destroyed at Peiping, tric company as part of their shop
The idea of giving the seniors an however, WPB has a legitimate in- Ohio, have turned their swimming has been reopened thousands of practice. Their output equals that
option on the rooms in the Field terest. Matter of fact, WPB wrote pool over to sailors from the near- miles from the old campus, in the of a 75-man machine shop working
House has been bandied around for the script. It's "Woodman, Chop by naval training station for two city of Chengu.
full time.
some time.
"Mohawk" is the name of a new
That Tree," a dramatization of the evenings a week.
Emerson P. Schmidt, associate
Now, during a week-end that is need for loggers.
Dr. Robert G. Foster, special in- professor of economics at the Uni- high-quality baking potato Intro-,
supposed to honor a senior class
Members of the Allied College structor of sociology at Wayne uni- versity of Minnesota, has left for duced by the Cornell university
that has worked and served Clem- theatres of New England present- versity, is co-author of a book on Washington to serve as an econo- agricultural experiment station.
The University of Detnot is preson for four years, is an excellent ing the drama include Amherst, "Women After College: A Study of mist for the National Association
paring to send its second naval
opportunity to begin what should Bennington, Brown, Mount Holy- the Effectiveness of Their Educa- of Manufacturers.
become a Clemson tradition.
The. Western (Big Ten) athletic aviation squadron to the wars.
oke. Smith. Wellesley, Williams and tion,"

Talk of the
Town
By KENNETH CRIBB
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As We See It
BY CLEMSON'S MEN IN THE SERVICES

The following letter was received
by Cadet W. C. Kennerty from Second Lieutenant Vincent X. Sottile,
0-449861. 430 B. S„ l-Mt. A. A F„
A. P. O. 634, New York City. He
finished in mechanical engineering:
last year.

Air Corps Cadets, What Do You Think Of
Clemson?
JERRY GOLDIN
Donald R. Schaffner, Hanover,
Wisconsin. I don't think we could
• have been treated any nicer than
we have been. The friendliness
shown couldn't be surpassed. The
boys here go out of their way doing favors for us and we all appreciate it.
William M. Scanlin. Upper Darby, Pennsylvania. I think Clemson on the whole has been swell.
I have never been anywhere before where the fellows were so
friendly and helpful. They certainly did, and still are, going out
of their way to make it more enjoyable here.
Floyd Salver, Washington, D. C.
Damn nice place. I'm enjoying it.
Most of the fellows don't realize
how fortunate we are. I say this
in all sincerity.
Andrew J. Sabatino, Wilmington,
Delaware. I consider myself pretty damn lucky to be sent here.
As for the cadets, they are the
friendliest guys that I've ever met.
That goes double for the girls I
met at the dance Friday night.
Burton Sauer, Arcadia, Wisconsin. The cadets are the swellest
bunch of fellows I've been with.
The campus is beautiful, but we
haven't gotten a chance to enjoy
it as yet. The profs are swell. How
can we help repay the cadets for
all their kindness?
Beyer Pearce, Jr., Vandergrift,
Pennsylvania. I do like this much
better than Miami. A swell bunch
of fellows, but I miss the' co-eds.
R. L. Fease, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. A swell bunch of fellows
who go out of their way to be
friendly. The only things I miss
are co-eds and good old Milwaukee
"beer".
Ed
Scheiderlein,
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. The first week was
very dull. I thought the place
punk. After a day of classes, I
changed my mind. The instructors
are very good and the cadets most
congenial and helpful. I think I'll
like it more as time goes on. More
than this I cannot say without at
least one beer.
Martin R. Voyoodich, Aliquippa,
Pennsylvania. I think that Clemson College is a swell place for a
fellow with some "go" to make
something of himself. The cadets
and the people are really swell
and hospitable, and I'm sure that
I speak for all of us when I say
that we soldiers sure appreciate it.
Thanks a lot.
William L. Schneider, Midlothian, Illinois. The cadets here are
swell and have a good Southern
drawl, but they talk too fast. Coach
Howard is a swell fellow. We were
over at the "Y" getting haircuts,
and the fellows we spoke to were
very friendly and obliging.
Harold Schowalter,
Milwaukee
Wisconsin. Very nice college. Reminds me very much of Madison,
Wisconsin. What I like about this
place is the hills, hard-wood trees,
and the hound dogs. Fellows go
out of their way to do something
for us.
Frances J. Scheider, Kaukauna,
Wisconsin. The fellows have really been swell to us, and the profs
seem to be "pretty white".
The
scenery is one thing I enjoy, and
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DRY
CLEANERS

Uniforms and Cits Cleaned
and Pressed at Reasonable
Prices.
WE DO ALTERATING
AND REPAIRING

January 29, 1943
Somewhere in England.
Dear Bill:
This is the first dpportunity I
have had in a week to tell you all
about my little visit to London. So,
here goes . . .
I boarded a train in a town
near here and, after a very nice
train ride, arrived at Liverpool Station, London. I arrived rather late
at night and only had time to get
a bite to eat, register at a hotel,
take a nice hot bath and hit the
hay. I had gone to twon alone
but at the Cumberland, our hotel,
I met an officer from this field
that I knew very well. He and
I got a rocm together and were
inseparable for the rest of the trip.
We had just about the same ideas
as to what we wanted to see so
we had a most enjoyable time together.
After a nice breakfast in bed the
next morning, we put on our walking shoes and went to town. We
first walked to Piccardilly Circus.
Thence to the Admiralty Arch,
through it and then on to Trafalga Square. (There was not even
one pigeon around). From here we
hit the Mall and traveled down it
to Parliament, Westminster Abbey,
Buckingham Palace; thence back
to where we could get a glimpse
of No. 10 Downing Street. After
walking around for another hour,
we went back to Piccardilly where
we did a bit of shopping. I bought
a new pair of shoes—Four pounds,
four shilling—$16.95. (A pound is
worth approximately four dollars).
That was more than twice as much
as I have ever paid for a pair of
shoes in my life. They are a very
good pair though, soles are about
a half-inch thick. Very comfortable, too. I wore them the rest
of the time I was in town.
After a very good dinner at Lyon's Corner House (one of the finest eating places in town). We went
to see the Warner's Cinema "Casablanca." That was really a fine
show—don't miss it! After leaving
this show, we wen to a burlesque
show. Pretty good entertainment.
Then we took the underground back
to the hotel where we washed up
and had supper. This was a special
treat, as it was the first occasion of
my eating at a "swanky joint."
(Pardon the slang). We had everything from Hors d'Oeuvres to finger bowls. A string quartet accompanied the serving of the . meal.
From this we went to see Jack
Benny in "George Washington
Slept Here." (Confidentially, it
stunk!) Thence we traveled to one
of the various Officers' Clubs in
town where we met two old Clemson men and who proceeded to show
us a bit of the night life of London. The Night Clubs are all like
our speakeasies of the 1920s. A person had to be a member to get
in. I am now a member of two
of them.
Breakfast in bed was served after
about three hours sleep. Then we
got dressed and took an underground to Bond Street, in the heart
of the big business district. (This
was also one of the hardest hit of
all the districts in the city during
the bombing raids). Then on down
to the Tower of London, the Tow-

the atmosphere is very much like
home. Civilians are quite a lot
more friendly here.
Robert A. Schlappi, Grand Lodge,
Michigan. Well, to begin with,
I'm used to a small town, so I was
right at home. And as I go along,
I find the people of Clemson are
really making it a home and a
place you would like to return to
whenever this conflict is over. The
cadets have really accepted us
and have made us feel at home.
I find the cadets ready to break
their necks to help us.
Russell G. Peck, Jr., Warren,
Pennsylvania. As fa as the town
and college in Clemson, I don't
think that they can be surpassed.
The friendliness shown us on our
arrival was, I am sure, the joy of
all the Air Cadets. Clemson cadets are a swell bunch of fellows.
Herbtr L. Schwartz, Elizabeth,
Pennsylvania. As far as the town
is concerned, I haven't gotten a
glimpse of it. As for the cadets, I
think they are a swell bunch of
fellows. They are always willing
to do anything for us and even go
out of their way just to do something for us, so as to make our
stay a pleasant one. We really
apprecite it, fellows.
Ralph Pearman, Detroit Michigan. It was quite a surprise to
walk in on as fine a bunch of
boys. I came here with, an air of
expectancy, looking for the worst,
yet hoping for the best. It was
quite a surprise to find the southern hospistality a reality.
James R. Scott, Stuart Virginia.
I spent two years at V. P. I. The
atmosphere is similar, especially
since I notice the boys here are
friendly and always meet us with
a friendly "good morning".
Anthony C. Schneider,
York
Pennsylvania.
Clemson College,
in my opinion, is a military school
of the first class. The Clemson
lads have offered us their help in
all matters
no matter how great
or small. They are the personification of the well known Southern
hospitality.
George Peck, Huntingdon Valley,
Pennsylvania. I have just left
Bucknell University,
which I
thought couldn't be topped for congeniality, but Clemson, as far as
I'm concerned, is its top. The cadets are doing all in their power
to make us feel at home, and as
far as I'm concerned, are doing it
in an O. K. way.
Bob Penskar, Detroit Michigan.
.For the variety of air cadets and
Clemson cadets mingling with one
another, no finer cooperation can
be asked of any such group of
young men. The point stressed is
physical and mental alertness, and
with this embodied in each student's mind, they go about their
daily tasks with consideration for
others.
You can always see a Clemson
cadet with a smile on his face for
the new air crew students, and
certainly with this spirit present,
no other organization can ever
surpass it.
All in all, with the fine staff of dence for the future, America's
instructors, officers, and profes- traditions and fighting forces comsors, the students as finished pro- bined with the battlefields read of
ducts are slated to be Uncle Sam's in the past, shall not have been in
finest officers. With such prece- 'vain.

er Bridge, London Bridge and from
there took a bus back to Piccardially. (On the way back, we passed
St. Paul's Cathedral. Even
the
short and huried glimpse that we
got was sufficient to satisfy us that
Wren was truly a masterful designer.)
After dinner, just as the day before, we went to the movies. Saw
"You Were Never Lovelier" and
"Random Harvest." Thence back to
the Hotel for a wash and dinner.
After dinner, we went to a small
night club and had a few beers
and listened to some smooth music. Leaving there, we went to the
largest movie house in Europe—
the Gaumont State. "Wake Island"
was showing and, as neither of us
had seen it, we enjoyed it very
much. Upon arriving at our hotel
after the show, we stopped in the
lounging room to order a few sandwiches and a glass of beer. It was
at this point that women first
entered the picture. We met four
WAAFS who were on leave and
ready to paint the town red in a
quiet sort of way. We rounded up
two officers staying at the same
hotel—on the same floor as us.
We all started out at twelve-thirty
to make "whoopie." One of the
three other officers knew a U. S.
War Correspondent (C. B. S.) who
was able to get all of us into one
of the night clubs. So, we went
to the "Cocoanut Grove." The lights
were low and the music sweet and
my corporal was a good dancer, so
we had no trouble at all passing
the time until four-thirty we went
to the apartment of this War Correspondent to listen to some American records .(A new one, eh,
boys!) Artie Shaw, Glenn Miller,
T. &. J. Dorsey, all had their turns.
We left there in time to allow Cal
(He's the boy I was with) and I
to pack; all of us to eat a bite of
breakfast; then a send-off party
to get us to the train so that we
could catch the 8:30 home.
I have a date to go to the home
of this WAAF and meet her family the first opportunity I can get
away from my duties. She is not
typically English, although
her
family is of the upper class and
very wealthy. She has an Uncle
in the House of Lords; and, as
her family was bombed out of their
home, they are now living with the
Uncle on his estate. Who knows, I
might marry for money after all!
She is blonde, twenty years old,
a figure 'like Venus and, as I said,
is a very good dancer. Her name
is Wynne. Different, isn't it?!
Don't worry. I'm not getting serious
for quite some time. And, besides,
I haven't met Eloise yet! But Wynne is very sweet and you have no
idea how nice it is to know a girl
that is not after one's money as
the girls around here are. Her home
is near one of the big Universities,
and she has promised to take me
on a tour when I visit her family.
I'll keep you posted on the progress of our courtship.
Now you owe me a letter. Write
soon. Be sweet.
Yours,
Tinny.

THREE

The
Tale
Spinner
By AL t. TUDE AND
JOE NOSEDIVE
As editors of this column, the
first thing we wish to do is to
thank The tiger for alloting us this
space in their swell paper. We
have all seen and read previous issues and consider it a privilege to
be able to contribute our bit towards keeping this the fine sheet
that it is.
Now for you soldiers. This is
your column, and we sincerely hope
that you will use it not only as a
medium of registering complaints,
but also as a means of making public any suggestions that will be
beneficial in making our stay at
Clemson a more enjoyable one.
We hope you will get as much
enjoyment out of reading this as
we will get out of writing it.
Due to the fact that there are so
many of us enrolled here, it will be
impossible for us to observe everything that is going on. This is
where you come in, and when we
say you, we mean each and every
one of you. Anyone who has anything of interest, or who knows of
a humorous incident which might
be enjoyed by the rest of us, should
consider it his duty to see that this
column also knows about it so that
we can relay it to the others. Our
headquarters are located in Room
8-129, and we look forward to being swamped with contributions.
At the present time our staff consists of ourselves alone. However,
should the material coming in be
so great that the two of us cannot
handle it alone, then our staff will
have to be enlarged. Here's hoping
that by next week we'll need ten
assistants.
COMMENTS:
Wihtout further ado, here are
some comments on the swell dance
held at the Y. M. C. A., Friday,
March 5.
Three cheers for Mrs. "Captain"
Mosely for leading a nifty conga
line.
Our choice for the title of "Bravest Man of the Week: Mr. Norman Sanoff who cut in on Lt.
Bratton three times and Lt. Josephs once.
Congratulations, Misters, on conducting yourselves in a gentlemanly manner. Of course, the fact
that guards were posted at each
door and window had nothing to
do with it.
BULL TO HARCOMBE:
" In response to the quotation of
Captain Harcombe in "The Anderson Daily Mail" of March 5, we
offer the following reply:
Dear Captain:
'
We think your article expressing the manner in which we consume such large quantities of grits
and rice was very illustrative. As
a matter of fact, your idea of a
pipeline from the kitchen to the

Tokyo radio says a new college
"to meet Japanese requirements
for leaders to work on the Asiatic
mainland and in the southern regions under wartime conditions"
will be opened shortly in buildings
of the University of Shanghai.
Nicholas Murray Butler, president
of Columbia university, has estimated the last war cost 30,000,000
lives and $400,000,000,000.
Robert C. O'Neill,
18-year-old

Above is a view of the conga line at the
Air Corps dance held at the YMCA last
Friday evening. This was the first social
dining room to facilitate the service of said rice and grits, is an
excellent suggestion. We not only
agree with it wholeheartedly, but
will be glad to furnish the labor
from among our ranks.
Oh, how we love our grits and
rice!
Very sincerely yours,
37th C. T. D.
Hereafter, former section leader
Tom Salero will be addressed as
"Mister Prettyboy". We understand that besides being the most!
handsome soldier at the Baptist
Church social, he is also quite an
orator.
In closing this week's column,
and on behalf of each man stationed in Barracks No.
8, we say,
"Thanks a million, Clemson, not
only for the manner in which you
have received us, but also for the
way each of you cadets has gone
out of his way to accommodate
us."

HITCHCOCK-BANISTER
Lieutenant Robert A. Banister, industrial education '39, of Greenwood, married Miss Rebie J. Hitchcock, of Milledgeville, Georgia, last
week.
Prior to his induction in the
army, Lt. Banister was , instructor
of industrial arts and diversified
occupations at Orangeburg City
Schools.
Lt. Banister is at .present stationed at Port Benning, Georgia.

held at the Y for the new cadets. The
girls are mostly Anderson girls brought
over for the occasion.

Captain Martin Has
Been Made A Major
Captain Talbert I. Martin, mechanical engineering '37, of Florence, was promoted to the rank of
major recently in the Quartermaster Corps at Camp Lee, Va. He
is commanding officer of the 3rd
Battalion, 8th Regiment, in the
Quartermaster Replacement Training Center at Camp Lee.
Commissioned in the
reserve
corps in '37, Major Martin served
at Camp Blanding, Pla., prior to
his arrival at Camp Lee in December of '41.
While at Clemson, Major Martin was a member of Blue Key and
Tau Beta Pi.

War Refugee
Visiting Campus

An experienced war refugee student, Mr. Homer Loh will be a visitor on the campus on March 10
and 11.
Holding an LL. D. degree from
Soochow University, Mr. Loh has
been a student at Crozer Theological Seminary in this country since
1939. Even when in college, Mr.
Loh was prominent in his YMCA
work, acting, as chairman of the
YMCA at Soochow University. He
has been a delegate to various
Christian conferences throughout
the Orient, and an assistant to Dr.
James Yen in the famous Mass
William Worth Barron, archicture Education Movement.
'34, has been promoted to
the
rank of major in the United States
Army. Major Worth, while a captain, was supply officer in the
When You Are Really
sub-depot at the Orlando, Florida
Ah* Base.
Hungry For A
Major Barron graduated frcm
Boys" High School in Anderson and
attended the University of North
Carolina and received his degree
—Visit—
in agriculture at Clemson. While
here he was made a member of
Scabbard and Blade, military fraternity.

Barron Made Major
At Florida Air Base

GOOD STEAK

CHARLIE'S

Wisconsin senators and assemblyMore than 800 Smith College loan
library books have been sent to men may take over University of
Canada to be distributed in war Wisconsin fraternity houses to combat the war housing shortage.
prisoners' camps.

STEAK HOUSE
Greenville, S. C.

ALL OVER THE WORLD
America's 900,000 aviation workers
combine their skill and experience to satisfy today's
demand for vital war necessities. Thanks to our airplane makers, ground crews and pilots like Capt.
Haakon Gulbransen (shown here), of Pan American
Airways, needed supplies are flown to our fighting

Army Officers Uniforms

men all over the world.
i?w

CARRIED IN STOCK
We are outfitting large numbers of reserve officers who
are entering Active Service

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE,
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FOUR

CONGRATULATIONS
FROM

Clemson Coffee Shop
MRS. MARY HANNA
AMERICAN OWNED
MISS ETHEL DOBSOI
ASST. MANAGER
W. C. HANNA, Owner
HEAD WAITRESS
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

CONGRATULATIONS
FROM

Bodiford's
Dry Cleaners

PALMETTO BUTANE GAS CO.

COMPLIMENTS

CONGRATULATIONS

GREENVILLE, S. C.

FROM

Patterson's
Barber Shop

FRIEND

CONGRATULATIONS
FROM

ZIMS'
Beauty Shop

We wish to th*ank our many friends and customers for
the wonderful support given during the two weeks
we have been open.
We invite yon to try our home cooked meals - prepared
by Mrs. Hanna with nothing but the best food used.

COMPLIMENTS

Special Sunday Dinners
Party Dinners and Banquets Given Special Attention
With Prices You Can Afford

CONGRA TULA TIONS
TO THE

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS
FROM

FROM

CAP'S

Clemson Coffee Shop

SINCLAIR SERVICE STATION
Washing and Greasing

FROM

CASH
GROCERY
PHONE 4811

L.C.MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS

FROM

FROM

CLEMSON PHARMACY
BUS STATION

• ••

Compliments

• ••

HORE SLOAN

F. H. CLINKSCALES
ICE-COAL-TRUCKING

FIVE
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"Coach Rex Leaves:Will Train Men To Fight Japs Instead of "Tigers"—"The Man Who Broke the Seven-Year
Clemson Jinx Says Has Deep Feeling of Regret at Leaving;"
these was headlines in the University of South Carolina's
popular newspaper, The Gamecock, last week—right on
the front page as the lead story of the week.
Well, Coach Enright, we wish you the best of luck
in your new fight and hope you have better luck than you
did, in our opinion, fighting Tigers. But, in your worthy
admirers' opinion's you havo been very successful in your
coaching career at Carolina. You have defeated Clemson
in football one time in five seasons—you have performed
a miracle—you have broken a jinx. When you get in the
navy please try to spread your efforts to defeating more
than one opponent; include both Japan and Germany.
We well remember Carolina's defeat of our Tigers
last year and it hurt us badly■ to loose, since it has become sort of a custom for us to beat the Gamecocks. We
play bigger teams than Carolina and we cannot afford
to concentrate our entire season to one game. As a matter of fact, that victory is about the only outstanding
thing we can remember about Coach Enright's stay and he
was amply praised for it—presented with a new car, silverware, etc.
If a team considers itself progressing by summing up
five seasons in one victory we think they are in too fast
a league.
It is evident, although, that Coach Enright has done
a lot for Carolina. We have learned to respect his teams
and have enjoyed seeing them play.
NEW TYPE SPORTS PROGRAM PLANNED
Joe Sherman and Mr. Holtzendorff are working out
plans for a big sports week-end to be held sometime
/ in the near future. Arrangements have as yet not been
completed but the time will probably be the weekend of March 20. If it can be arranged there will be
basketball games between teams from nearby women's
colleges, intramural basketball finals, boxing finals, and
a square dance at the "Y."
Final arrangements will be completed this week and
an interesting occasion should be in store.

BOXERS ARE WORKING HARD
With the tournament rapidly approaching, the intramural boxers are working hard these days to get
those muscles tight and those fists tough.
From
the looks of some of these boxers we would have done
well to have had a varsity boxing squad this year.
We haven't made our predictions for the champions
yet and it will be a difficult job to do. We are going
to make them before next week, however, and you can
watch our boys go.
Men are still lacking in the heavier classes. It is
difficult for the directors of the tournament to understand why more of the larger boys haven't turned out.
BASEBALL HAS BEGUN
Coach Howard is putting his baseballers through the
first regular week of practice npw and if the number of
of men trying out has anything to do with the success of
the team we can count on victories. It is early yet to
make any predictions about the team but there are approximately forty men working out.
There is a letterman for every position but the biggest
trouble is a lack of pitchers. Three veteran hurlers are
back but none of the three saw regular action on the
mound last year.

COACH NORMAN MUST HAVE MORE MATERIAL
There is still a dire need for track material, Coach
Norman informs us. In several of the events there is
not a single participant and no event is crowded.
We should have a good track team this year. There
are enough boys with plenty of talent up in the barracks every afternoon to give us a winning team.
Some of these boys do not realize how much good they
would do if they would only come out and give it a
trial.
We witnessed a very interesting incident during
track practice this week. A cadet was out with one or
two of his buddies seeing how high he could cross
the bar in the high jump, with no intention of going
out for track—probably thought he wouldn't be good
enough. He was clearing a pretty high bar easily
when Coach Norman happened to see him.
Coach
watched him for a few times. He walked over to him.
The boy is now out for practice.
PETERS IS TRULY TOP BASKETEER
Davidson's flashy forward, Tommy Peters, deserved
the honor of the top basketball player in the conference
this year. He was, without a doubt, the classiest thing on
our court this season.
ODDS 'N ENDS: Bill Hunter, first string guard on this
year's football team, and Jack Emerson, bohunk guard,
were on the campus this week paying their last visit before leaving for the armed forces. Hunter is going into
the naval air corps, and Emerson the Marines . . . We like
Mr. Holtzendorf's idea of having a girl's basketball game.

STONE BROTHERS
Complete Outfitters To Men, Young Men
And Students
108 N. Main Street

Greenville, S. C.

CLEMSON CADETS ALWAYS

Names Of Basketball
Lettermen Announced;
Two Freshmen Winners
Total Of Eleven
Men Receive X'

Above is a scene on Riggs Field as
Coach Howard puts his baseball candidates through the first regular practice
session of the current season. A large

Four basketball players and one
manager began initiation into the
Block C club
this morning. Dr.
Milford, chairman of the athletic
council, announced yesterday the
names of the new monogram winners and also the names of the
other basketball players receiving
letters.
The new members
are: Wea
Freeny', Frank Gillespie, Tom McIlwain, and Francis Hendrix, players, and Henry
Smith, manager.
Others receiving letters are: Captain Bob Moise, Marion Craig, Walt
Sjars, Dick, Riley, Pete Lambrakos,
and Frank Hill.
Two of the new block wearers,
Gillespie and Hendrix, are freshmen and have the distinction of
being the first freshmen in over
twenty yeras to be awarded Clemson letters. Freeny and Smith are
seniors
and
Mcllwain is a sophomore.
Athletes
become
eligible for
membership in the block C club as
a result of
outstanding accomplishment in any one of Clemson's
five major sports.

number of potential players reported for
the opening practice. Along with this
large group to pick from, Coach Howard
has a letterman for every position.

First Round Of Basketball
Tournament Ends Tonight
Prof. Williams,
Of Textiles, Was
Football Player

Bob Peters And John
Baxley Top Scorers
In Individual Race
Tonight's games between company L-l and A-l and between H-2
and E-2 will mark the end of the
first round of the intramural basketball tournament. The consolation tournament will begin Monday with every team except the
two regimental champions eligible.
As the teams drop out of the brigade race they will immediately
become eligible for the consolation
tournament.
The tournament is being run off
first within the regiments and the
two regimental champions will play
for the brigade championship.
Intramural director,, Joe Sherman
is as yet not certain when the finals will be held.
The high scorers of the tournament so far are Bob Peters, company K-l, with a total of 22 points,
and John Baxley, company B-l,
with 21 points.
Results through Wednesday:
Defeated
Victors
Band
G-l
C-l
K-l
1-1
B-l
E-l
F-l
C-2
B-2
D-2
M-2
L-2
1-2
F-2
A-2
K-2
G-2

BY TOM McILWAIN
Professor W. B. Williams, textile
engineering '25, was a star athlete
during his college days. While at
Clemson, Professor Williams played varsity football for three years.
He was first
string fullback his
last two and was all-state his senior year.
Bratton, as he was called, was
also a company commander and
president of the textile club, which
later was changed to Phi Psi.
Upon
graduation, he
taught
mathematics and coached at Simpsonville
and
Blacksburg High
Schools.
At
Calhoun
Falls he
taught in the high school and assisted in the mill. He later became
overseer of weaving, and assistant
superintendent.
Subsequently he
became an overseer of weaving at
the Toxaway and Gossett mills in
Anderson.
Coming to Clemson in 1939, Professor Williams is now an assistant professor of weaving and designing.
At present he teaches first aid
to the Army Air Corps Cadets who
began classes this Monday. He also
Eight state colleg e for women
conducts classes in safet engineering for the defense workers who in the south report a decrease in
enrollment of 13- per cent.
live in or around Seneca.

Over 100 Cadets
Still Preparing
For Ring Bouts

Above is a scene from one of this week's intramuralbasketball games. The teams are working hard to win
the regimental championships and get a chance at the
brigade crown. The consolation tournament will start
Monday.
,
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"Get in shape and stay in
shape"—that is the motto adopted
and being carried out by the more
than 100 intramural boxing candidates who are still training daily
for the fast-approaching exhibition
matches.
All eligible fighters will be weighed in today at the field house, and
they must maintain the same
weight the day
box or be
they
shifted to another division. ExhiBY F. E. HENDRIX
]
bition bouts for the purpose of givAs the track meet nears, Coach
ing the newcomers the feel of the
"Rock" Norman is busily rounding
ring are slated to begin Monday.
his bengals into shape. The track
Under the supervision of Ralph material already on hand includes
Smith, the up-and-coming leather several title
holders in the state
sluggers have been undergoing and also the Southern Conference.
strenuous exercises designed to ; There is an urgent need for more'
loosen and strengthen every mus- ! men to fill vacancies left by grad
cle called upon in the ring. And | nation and Uncle Sam's call to colevery single candidate will back up ors. Coach Norman urges all men
the statement that it takes more who are interested to come out imthan a few workouts for a boxer to mediately.
be able to get in the ring for busiThe Tigers have several meets
ness and stay there.
scheduled, the first one being ear•At present an even dozen di- ly in April with P. C. followed by
visions, from flyweight to heavy- -ethers with Davidson and the Uniweight, constitute the card for the versity of South
Carolina. One
exhibition scraps. As far as pos- other meet is probable, but has not
sible inexperienced fighters will not been announced as yet. These lead
be matched with boys who are fa- up to the State meet which will be
miliar with the fight game, prom- held May 7-8.
ising to eliminiate uneven bouts and
A few of the boys who have been
promote livelier tussles.
showing up well are: Frank Ivey,
With several veteran leather- Captain. Ivey is a veteran of the
sluggers on hand, the tournament track. He has seen considerable
promises to furnish plenty of en- service since his freshman year;
tertainment from the sportsman's has won two first-places in the
angle. From the 105-pound scrap- state, both of these being the
per to the 200-pound mauler, there broad jump. He also has taken two
is a marked spirit of determina- places' in the Southern Conference
sponsored by Block "C". Working tion which reflects real.boxing tal- indoor and outdoor meets proving
to the finals by virtue of a couple ent.
he is a man to watch.
of hard earned victories,
Myers
Harry Franklin,
a rapid . pace
was scheduled to meet "One Punch" . Dr. Clifford R. Adams, assistant setter is one of the fastest men in
Crouch, brigade mess" ""officer of professor of psychology at Penn- the state. The little speed deamon
last year. Crouch had Jost in the sylvania State College found out from Morristown, Tenn., has been
finals the preceding year and was these things through 'his personal troubled by a bad ankle during the
past football season but has fully
known as a deadly slugger; hence audit test.
the freshman was given a slim
chance. The match is history; My„*-*\
ers mauled his taller opponent into
bloody submission so unmercifully
that he was given the. trophy
awarded by the judges to the most
outstanding fighter of the tournament.
The youngster had a year of seasoning as a- sophomore, and went
on to win his letter last year and
be elected to the co-captaincy of
the '43 team along with
"Ked''
Cone who dropped out of school
shortly afterward.
After his match with the captain of VPI's crack mittsters, said
captain was heard to
say of
Myers, "They sure grow 'em tough
down here. I hit that kid with
everything but the ring posts and
he just wouldn't go down. He was
out on his feet, but he just wouldn't
tall". That kind of determination
is fondly known as "G's, and plenty
of 'em''
In a nutshell, that's the athletic
story of Clemson's . Pete Myers.
Aside from boxing, he's a pre-med
Blended from choice Kentucky burleys,
student holding the rank of first
UNION MADE
Sir Walter Raleigh is extra mild—burns
lieutenant in the cadet corps.
cool—with
a
delightful
aroma
all
its
own.
And to top it all off, Mr. Myers
has just reported to •Milford Manor" to work off a first class case
of the mumps!

Track Team Is In Need Of More
Material, Coach Norman States

Pete Myers, Captain Of V ity
oxers, Is Lost Without Te
By BOB MOISE
One of the most
disappointed
men on the campus these days is
Pete Myers. The boxing season is
building up to a climax at Clemson, and Pete can't box. But the
queer' part about it is that the
fact that Peter E. Myers,
(of
Monck's Corner, thank you) is one
of the few real mittmen on the
campus.
Pete, you see, is captain of the
Tiger boxing team—only
there
isn't any Tiger boxing team, so
the man from Monck's Corner finds
himself squarely behind the proverbial eight-ball. (We speak freely
of "the man from Monck's Corner"
because unless the individual in
them parts is of the rugged design he never reaches manhood's
estate).
In fact, they won't even let Mr.
Myers enter the coming intra-murals and lay' a few fellow Bengals
on the mat. That's because he's
a varsity man; only there isn't
any varsity, so what the heliv
Well, it all goes back to the
custom at Tigertown of electing
varsity sports captains for the next
season at the close of the current
one. And when this year
rolled
around, our athletic authorities
said, "No coach, no opponents in
sight—no boxing" That left
us
with a captain but no team.
While in high school at Monck's
Corner, Myers was an all-around
athlete, starring in football and
basketball.
Being
particularly
deadly on free-throws, he racked
up valuable pointers via the foul
shot route and at the season's end
in his senior year copped the freethrow trophy given at the tourney in Timmonsville.
As a freshman at Clemson, he
tried his mitts in the 165 pound
division of the intra-mural bouts

'TV rather draw a package of
Sir Walter Raleigh"

SIR WALTER

Bernard Hubbard, Santa Clara
University's Glacier Priset, thinks i
it would be a mistake to force i
the Japanese out of Kiska right |
now, since Kiska is "a rat trap."

PIPE TOBACCO

Smokes as sweet as it smells

Are You Looking For
Good Food!

THE COLLEGE CAFE
always has it.

Regular dinners

with well balanced vegetables.
Alsp we serve steaks, chops and
toasted sandwiches.

You are always welcome at the

THE COLLEGE CAFE
AND

Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . . .

MAYFAIR GRILL

WHY?

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

PHILADELPHIA, P£.

The Clemson College Laundry

Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

You Are In Anderson, S. C.

Spring baseball practice started
at Clemson Monday - as the thud
of bat against ball echoed from
the far end of Riga's Field. Coach
Howard, head football coach, will
instruct this year's team. He has
ten returning lettermen from last
year's baseball team, as well as a
number of sophomores from last
year's freshman team. A number
of freshmen also have turned out
for practice. The outlook for this
year's team is very good due to the
large number of returning lettermen.
The returning lettermen are Don
Belk, captain, Robert Berry, alternate captain, Herb Jessen, James
Good, Luther Rentz, Bill Martin,
Charlie Mimms, Charlie Wright,
James Herring and Homer Coker.
Coach Howard's chief worry is
the lack of pitchers. He has Jessen,
Martin and Rentz from last year's
squad. He is trying to develop D. O.
Carpenter, a left hander, into one
of his starting hurlers. If the boys
out for pitchers develop as expected, this year's squad can be expected to go places. Several pitchers
have been working out in the gym
for the past two weeks to get in
shape.
Coach Howard has only eight
games scheduled so far, but he
plans to play as many games as
possible. He expects to use the old
system of calling a member of a
team up the day before an4 tell
him that he is coming to play
them. He expects to play a large
number of games with teems from
nearby Army camps.

RALEIGH

WELCOME AT

Make This Your Headquarters While

recovered. Harry holds both
the
freshman and the varsity
record
for the one-half
mile run in the
state. It will pay to keep an eye
on these flying heels too
Frank
Leitner is a third-year
man and hails from Aiken, S. C.
Last year Frank'did the high jump
but this year is changing over to
the pole vault. Despite the change,
he is showing up well.
Red McCown is only a secondyear man but holds a state javelin
record, his mark being 198 feet.
Bennett has three years of experience and the St. Mathews lad
will be hard to beat, for the--dash.
Joe Mann also is a third-year
man and should improve the Tiger
team considerably.
Several freshman from last year's
team have shown
up
well and
should prove valuable material to
the Normandies.
Coach Norman said that he issued seventy uniforms at -the beginning of the season but now there
are only thirty cadets actively participating. Coach Norman requests
that more boys come out.

Spring Baseball
Practice Begins

SANDWICH SHOP
THE PRIDE OF CLEMSON
Open 7:00 A. M.

Close 12 Midnight
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"Strictly Informal" Series To
Open Here Tomorrow Night
Clemson's newest type of dance
week-end will be inaugurated tomorrow night when the Jungaleers
swing out at the opening night of
the "Strictly Informal" series.
Marking a radical departure
from previous dances, there will be
• no sponsors or flowers, and formal
clothes are out. If this venture
proves successful, the CDA plans to
sponsor other similar week-ends,
President Tom Stanley said. No
profits are expected, since the main
purpose of the dances is to provide
entertainment for cadets on weekends who are not able to leave the
campus.
Girls will be placed in the field
| house annex for the usual charge,
' and prices for the dance will be
$1.00 each night, with a free tea
I dance Saturday afternoon.
The Jungaleers are expected to
be at their best this week-end with
I many new arrangements which
] proved popular at the Presbyterian
College dance series several weeks
I ago.
S

Morris Credits Life To Blood
Plasma Donated By Americans

Dr. Poole Names
Garden Committee
To Help Carolinians
Lovely Miss Marie Nash and her gifted soprano voice,
will add much to the concert when Sigmund Romberg,
noted composer, and his orchestra will come to Clemson on March. 17. Miss Nash, the feminine star of "I'd
Rather Be Right," "Higher and Higher-" and "Crazy
With The Heat" will offer such selections as "Lover
Come Back To Me," and "One Kiss."

Two Cadets Have Unusual Hobby;
Brings Money As Well As Pleasure
BY ALBERT DALTON
What started out as a very unusual hobby has blossomed into a
business of its own, according to
Fred L. Williams, electrical engineering '46 of Spartanburg and
Lewis L. Rikard, vocational agricultural education '46 of Gilbert.
Both students are active in the
raising of bird dogs. These two
cadets have been doing just that
for almost five years and the
amazing thing about this unique
business is the way that it can
help in spanning the gap toward
keeping money in your pocket.
They thought it would be fun to
have dogs for their pets; so in order to accomplish this they began
raising them.
According to these young experts
of the dog kingdom, the best way
to get the most out of an animal
is to begin training at a very
young stage. This develops the
dog in the things that he must
know before he is too old to learn.

You have no doubt heard the slogan: "You can't teach old dogs
new tricks"; well, that is exactly
what these boys do not let happen.
A trained dog will also bring
more profit "but money is not
what we want", so they say. What
little they do make goes for education or something else that is
needed.
Fred and Lewis say that there is
nothing of importance about their
work but it is just one more of the
most unusual ways in which a great
deal of their time is spent. They
have never entered their dogs in
any kind of competition but if an
opportunity ever arises, they will
do so.
Neither of these boys has attained the highest perfection which
they hope to reach in this field of
work. But they realize what can
be done with man's best friend and
are doing it.

Dr. R. F. Poole has announced
the formation of a "Victory Garden Community" to help South Carolinians with their, problems of
growing more and larger vegetable
gardens. The committee, headed
by D. W. Watkins, Director of
the extension division, and H. P.
Cooper, Dean of the school of Agriculture, will act in an advisory
capacity and answer all questions
concerning victory gardens.
The newly formed committee
will be in a position to; answer all
questions regarding the preparation, planting and working of the
garden plots. The working committee will be made up of members from the extension staff, and
the agricultural faculty.
President Poole says, "The application of scientific procedure
with good, practical common sense
will make the Victory Garden a
great venture—and a profitable one
—for the people of America, and
realizing that this is another
of
those times when Clemson can be
of great assistance to the people of
our state, I am forming the Clemson Victory Garden Committee."

tralians, British
and others who
were also students at the school.
The climate of Korea, according
Sigmund Romberg, who
will
to Anderson,
is quite
variable,
present a concert here
next
ranging in winter from 10 and 15
Wednesday. He is composer of
degrees below zero with plenty of
such songs as "Lover, Come
snow, to exceedingly hot temperaBack To Me," "When I Grow
tures in the summer. The diet of
Too Old to Dream," and "Stout
the Koreans is somewhat like that
Hearted Men."
of the Chinese,
consisting chiefly
of rice, with some cabbage, turnips
and similar
vegetables.
A very
startling fact is that the average
consumption
of milk
in Korea
amounts to one glass
per person
per year. The rice fields are farmed by oxen and by hand. The Japanese, however, usually take the
larger share
of thexrice crop for
themselves. The dwellings are '-of
mud-and have thatched roofs.
The homes
are heated by hot
pipes under the floors. All Koreans
living in such. houses sleep on the
floor, and politely offer a guest the
hottest portion to sleep on.
Military training of Korean youth
starts with the first day in school.
All school boys wear uniforms and
take strenuous
physical exercise,
which includes long hikes and the
usual drill. Any mistake is corrected by a blow with the flat of a
saber. '
Travel in Korea is difficult, says
Anderson. The
roads are muddy
trails, -autos are few, and bicycles
Gene Marvey, tenor, one of Sigare the chief means of locomotion.
mund Romberg's most popular
Movies , are very scarce in this
artists, who will appear here
territory, but quite popular. They
with Romberg's orchestra Wedare usually about three months old.
nesday. '
In small cities an interpreter sits
beside the screen and tells the audience what is going on.
persition is all-powerful. One interAs in most Oriental nations, su- esting Korean custom, guaranteed
to rid anyone of pursuing evil spirits
orpersonal devils, is the precarious
dashing across the path of a speeding automobile many Koreans love.
If you are not killed by the auto, the
imps behind you will be, and you
won't be
botherei by
them for
a while.
Leonard Anderson is very fond of
Korea and
hopes to return there
someday. He
says this about his
adopted land:
"These people are
not lazy; they could be highly developed with
a little outside aid."
It is his ambition to be able to furnish some of this aid when he returns to Korea.

CAROLINA
MOTOR
BUS LINE

J. L. Cochran, '35
Promoted To Major
Captain John L. Cochran, vocational agricultural education '35,
has recently been promoted to the
rank of major in the quartermaster, 'corps at Camp Lee, Virginia.
He is the command officer of
the Second Battalion, Ninth Regiment, in Camp Lee's quartermaster
replacement training center.

7, WAR BOKO
QUIZ
Q. What kind of Bonds are War
Savings Bonds?
A. They are appreciation
Bonds, that is, they are
sold on a discount basis.
After issue, they increase in value, reaching their full value in
10 years. The increase
in value, which you receive when you redeem
the Bonds, is the interest on your investment.
Q. How long will War Savings
Bonds and Stamps be on
sale?
A. No time limit has been
set. The sale will continue until it is stopped
at the discretion of the
Secretary of the Treasury.
Q. Can children purchase War
Savings Stamps and Bonds?

Born In Orient, Freshman Here
Is Of South Carolina Family
BY ALBERT DALTON AND
FRED BAKER
Leonard P. Anderson, freshman
mechanical engineer on Company
E-1, is a calm
young fellow who
doesn't say much
about himself.
But he could very easily put some
of these
"barracks
blowoffs" to
•shame when it comes to telling tall
tales of travel and adventure. The
unusual thing about
his stories,
however, would
be their absolute
veracity, for Anderson has led quite
a varied life up to this time.
He was born in Korea, which is
a part of Asia' right off the northern coast of Japan. It is now entirely Japanese dominated. Anderson has crossed the Picific Ocean
five times, has toured all of the important cities of Japan, speaks the
Korean language as well as English, has been on Corrigedor, traveled to
Shanghai,
Manila, and
Honolulu.
The explanation for this unusual
life of travel is very simple.
Mr.
Anderson,
senior, is a Methodist
missionary, and has been working
in Korea for
twenty-five years.
Both his parents are South Carolinians, and Leonard is an American citizen by law
and a South
Carolinian by inheritance. On his
father's sabbatical leaves (every seventh year) Anderson has done the
traveling spoken of.
There are many interesting facts
about the far East that we managed to get out of Anderson. He attended Pyeng Yang Foreign School
which was under the direction of
different missions. At this school
his first lesson was learning to get
along with the 130 Russians, Aus-

Robert H. Strange, mechanical
engineering '40-'42, recently appointed a Naval Aviation Cadet,
has been transferred to the U.
S. Naval Air Training Center
Pensacola, Fla.,. for intermediate flight training. Sent in December to the Naval Air Station in Memphis, Tenn., he
completed the elimination train-x
ing course in February.

By Gib Crockett.
A, Yes.. Millions of children are buying them
regularly as their share
in the national savings
program.
Q. Will the Government accept
a personal check in payment
for a Bond?
A. Yes; subject to collection.
Q. If both coowners of a War
Savings Bond die before the
Bond is presented for redemption, who gets the
money?
A. The estate of the coowner whose death took
place last.
Remember—the longer
you keep War Bonds,
up to 10 years, the more
valuable they become.

First Lieutenant Landis D. Morris, textile engineering '41 of Olar
and holder
of the Purple Heart
Metal, has many vivid recollections
since his return from North Africa to the Walter Reed hospital
where he waits for a skull wound
to heal. Among them is a landing
at Safi, others of Arabs ignoring
rifle fire to bum cigarettes, and a
doctor pumping life-saving plasma
into his veins.
"I made tne mistake' of sticking
my head up twice
in the same
place," he says, with grimace.
"That's how
the sniper got me."
Then more seriously:
"That doctor was a whiz. Kept
humming all the time he was taking the bones out. If it hadn't been
for blood plasma, I guess I would
not be here today."
"I don't know who donated the
Wood
that saved
by life," says
Morris. "But if the people in the
United States only knew what it
means to us out there on the battlefield, well, I think we could
count on them
to give the four
million pints the army and navy
have asked the Red Cross to collect this year."
This same blood plasma not only
has saved Morris' life but it began
at Pearl Harbor and hasn't ceased
since.
Many other instances al^o praise
the value of the plasma. Returning
recently from North Africa, Major
General
James C. Magee says,
"Four hundred men were badly
burned abroad ship. Treatment was
given and much of the credit went
to blood plasma for the recovery of
all but six."
Another experience happened in
Alaska. Major Fritz headed a rescue party in an effort to reach a
crashed pilot.
They got there in
time for a plasma transfusion end
the pilot pulled through.
Not everyone can give blood to
the Red Cross but they can 'contribute to the
1943 War
Fund
which will be used to support this
phase of the Red Cross program
which very often means the difference between life and death.

Some eighty freshmen will receive their
notices soon to report for active duty on
April 14.

Outstanding Textile Senior Is
Editor Of Bobbin And Beaker
By WILLIAM C. KENNERTY
Morris D. Moore entered Clemson
in 1939 to begin his studies in textile engineering, and because his
hobby was writing he soon went
out for the Bobbin and Beaker
staff, working diligently as a cub
reporter. At the beginning of his
junior year he was made the Assistant Managing Editor and-is now
editor of this student publication.
During the summers "Doc" as he
is popularly known worked in. the
textile mills at Enoree to help defray his expenses at Clemson and
to help with the practical application of textiles.

Last year he became a member of Phi Psi, and was adjudged
the best. drilled sergeant in his
battalion. At the beginning of this
year he was adjudged one of the outstanding students at Clemson and
was selected as one of those to represent the school in the 1943 edition of "Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities."
Upon graduation he expects to
enter the Army, but when the war
is over he hopes to go back to his
chief interest, Textiles.
Moore is now a Cadet Captain of
Company G-l.

Strawberry Leaf Will Continue
Coach Howard Is orensic Activities At Clemson
Uncertain As To
1943 Athletics
Coach Frank Howard, just back
from the annual Southern Conference basketball tournament, said
that coaches were still "in the
dark" on wartime intercollegiate
athletics. The coaches at the conference were concerned
chiefly
about the outlook for football next
fall.
Coach Howard said, "All
the
coaches there seemed anxious to
have teams if a program would be
in line with the war effort, but
nobody seemed to know what to
expect. If all of the teen-age boys
in the enlisted reserves are to be
called, we're convinced that it is
going to be tough to get enough
material for teams.
"I'm a little skeptical about trying to put out a college varsity team
with 17-year-old boys.
I don't
know whether they would be good
enough, as a whole squad, to produce the brand of college football
that the public would want to pay
average college admission fees to
see."
Coach Howard is wondering if
many fathers won't be hesitant
about sending their sons to college
when they realize that their boys
are soon to be called to the military service and probably will be
assigned to colleges for special
training at government expense.
Rex Enright, head football coach
at Carolina, talked with
Coach
Howard, and had nothing to say
about the future of football at
Carolina. "If Carolina has no football team and we do," Howard said,
"we will have to look around for
another opponent for the annual
State Fair game."

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

—AT—

SULLIVA1VT
HARDWARE CO. 1 ^1
Anderson, South Carolina

By Philip Gilroy
Strawberry Leaf, Clemson's only
honorary forensic society, is a comparatively young organization on
the campus although it has been
very active in promoting its program since its inauguration several
years ago.
The original chapter of Strawberry Leaf was founded by Dr. Warren Keith of Winthrop College.
Owing to the accent on activities
of forensic nature at a school such
as Winthrop, the organization has
expanded rapidly, until at the
present time the college boasts
two chapters of Strawberry Leaf.
The society organized a chapter
at Clemson in 1940; its members
being chosen semi-annually from
among the outstanding members of
the Calhoun Forensic Society, the
parent organization. This year, the
society has a membership, thirteen
students from the junior and senior
classes.
An organization of this sort is
rather unique at a school such as
Clemson, where the students' interests usually lie along a mechanical or technical line. Although
Clemson offers few courses of the
fine arts type, her graduates have
often distinguished themselves in
the literary and artistic circles.
Such men have, as a rule, gotten
their initial training from associa-

'

tion with organizations like Straw
berry Leaf.
The war has had its effect on
Strawberry Leaf. Before the conflict, the activities of the club were
centered about intercollegiate competitions, partciularly Clemson and
the colleges of Georgia. Transportation difficulties have particularly eliminated meets of that sort for
the duration.
A modified program of activities
has been planned for. the second
semester, with emphasis on an intra-mural schedule.
This year the officers of the
Strawberry Leaf are M. B. Hudnall, general science '43, of Sumter,
president; C. J. Hipp, general science '44, of Greenwood, vice-president, and H. R. Mays, civil engineering '41, of Columbia, secretary
and treasurer.

Elite Cafe
ANDERSON, S. C.

Anderson, South Carolina

J

26 S. Main St.
Greenville, S. C.
AN INVESTMENT IN GOOD APPEARANCE

"Anderson's Quality
Credit Jewelers"
129 North Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

Watch Repairing
A Specialty

At Clemson as guest of the "Y," March 10-11, Mr. Homer Loh, JJL.B., Soochow
Univ.; M. A. in sociology, Univ. Pennsylvania; Oriental certificate from Crozer
Theological Seminary where he has done a substantial part of study necessary
for doctorate. (See other announcement in TIGER for details of Mr. Loh's visit).
Tuesday, March 9—Block "C" Club, open house program, 7:45-8:30, YMCA club
rooms, guests for picture at 8:30.
Tuesday, March 9—Air cadets guests of "Y" for picture in Auditorium No. 2 9:00.
Wednesday, March 10—At 8:30—Co. K, cadet captain Chestoshowski and Co. E-1,
cadet captain Godley.
Saturday, March 13—Air cadets guests of Methodist students and YMCA ni social rooms of the Methodist Church, 8:00 P. M..
Sunday, March 14—Vespers, the Reverend Mr. Wannamaker liar din, speaker in
Aud. No. 1, 2 P. M. and again at 6 P. M.
Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, Aud. No. 2, for air cadets, 6:45 P. M.
Special music has been arranged for the three Vespers services.
March of Time, News Sports Reel, and Unusual Occupations.
Sports day program postponed from March 20 to March 27.
Winthrop Sextette and Triple Trio to be at Clemson March 27-28.

March 15-16—Lucy Jordan.
I Married A Witch, Veronica Lake.
March 17—Moonlight in Havana.
Iceland.

Telephone 149

Kingoff's, Inc.

NEWS AND EVENTS OF
THE CLEMSON COLLEGE YMCA

March 13—Glass Key, Veronica Lake.
Other to be announced.

INC.

MacFADDEN SEEN
Red Hitt, "Sports Editor, News
and Curier," in a recent article,
reported that Banks MacFadden was
seen in North Africa at the recent
showing of the American Troupe
that is traveling over the world
giving performances for the soldiers.
MacFadden graduated from Clemson in 1940. He was an AU-American
football and basketball star while
at Clemson, and upon graduation,
was assistant coach here.

STOP AT THE

March 11-12—Icecapades Revue, Ellen Drew.
Thunder Birds, Gene Tierney.

CO AA PA NY.

Lieutenant Paul
L. Tobey,
textile chemistry '35, of Hampton, recevied his wings as an
aerial observer last week at
Brooks Field, Texas.
Prior to his entrance in the
Army, Lt. Tobey had been a
superintendent with
the Industrial Dyestuff Company at
tejst Providence, Rhode Island.

Wesleyan university has recently
added a- navy pre-flight school.

Some pictures coming to Clemson:

Passenger Transportation
D. O. Dunlap, Mgr.

Witi?**
Colonel Pool, commandant, and Captain McMillan, adjutant, are shown discussing the new orders concerning the
'freshmen in the Enlisted Reserve^ Corps.

March 18-19—You Were Never Lovelier.

